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It is easy to appreciate that by moving the touching finger along objects, the se-
quence in which-the impressions of the object are presented becomes known; that
this sequence shows itself to be independent of whether one feels with this or with
that finger; that, furthermore, it is not a single-channeled, determined series, whose
elements one must again and again traverse forward or backward in the same order
so as to go from one to another - thus is no linear series, but rather a surface-like
coexistence, or in Riemann's terminology, a manifold of the second order.

-Helmholtz (1878/1995, p. 351)

In his 1878 lecture, "The Facts on Perception," Hennann yon Helmholtz illustrates
a mapping (i.e., function) between a physical object and its psychological represen-
tation. In describing the psychological representation arising from the experience
of touching an object, Helmholtz calls on the mathematics of Bernhard Riemann. In
this chapter, we appeal to the same framework-mapping from a stimulus space to
a Riemannian manifold-to expand on the notion of perceptual separability (PS).
We begin with a brief introduction of the mathematical milieu and place existing
work on PS. within this context. Next, we define new types of separability within

the framework. We then examine some of the ~elationships among PS, the mapping
between stimulus and psychological space, and the properties of the psychological
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manifold. Intuitively it might seem that an absence of perceptual distinctiveness
(i.e., one or more kinds of separability) might be related to the geometric concept
of curvature. However, we show in the penultimate section that the best known
typeof curvatureis logicallyunrelated to one of our major varietiesof separability.
Although we try to minimize technicality, the reader should be able to ship these
without harm to comprehension of our main results.

Roughly, a Riemannian manifold is a space that is locally Euclidean. Curves
(e.g., on a plane or in a space) are manifolds of the firstorder, or one dimensional,
whereas surfaces (e.g., the surface of a sphere, or a "wavy carpet" in space) are
twodimensional.Manifolds can be of any dimension;the dimensionalityrelates to
the numberof parameters needed to specify a point (Lee, 2000). Wehave recently
developedinfinite-dimensionalspacesthat could be neededfor researchareas such
as face perception (Townsend,Solomon, & Spencer-Smith,2001).

A Riemannian manifold is a manifold on which a Riemannian metric, or way
of measuringdistance, is defined.The Euclidean plane is a particular type of two-
dimensional Riemannian manifold that is flat, or, in other words, has a curvature
of zero. However, globally non-Euclidean spaces that are flat exist; a cylinder
(Le., a rolled-up section of the Euclidean plane) is an example. Curvature is a
local quantity,defined at each point of the manifold, that describes how much the
manifold bends in the neighborhood of the point. The surface of a sphere is a
Riemannian manifold with constant positive curvature, whereas the wavy carpet
might have different measures of curvature at different points. The properties of
non-Euclideanmanifolds can vary greatly from those of Euclidean manifolds. On
a Euclidean plane, the shortest path between two points is a line. On a sphere, the
shortest path between two points is an arc of the great circle on which the two
points lie. The study of these spaces is the subject of the branch of mathematics
known as differential geometry.

Non-Euclidean mathematics played a significantrole in the very beginning of
psychology in the work of Helmholtz (1878/1995).Throughouthis career, in fact,
Helmholtz challenged the view that Euclidean geometry was the natural, privi-
leged geo.metry,as argued by the followers of Kant. It is perhaps ironic that a
substantial portion of the work in psychology since that time has used Euclidean
(or similarly flat "power-metric") spaces. Except for isolated regions, such as the-
ories of visual space (e.g., Indow, 1967; Pizlo, 1994), light and color perception
(D'Zmura & Iverson, 1993; Suppes, Krantz, Luce, & Tversky, 1989), and occa-
sional papers on perceptual scaling in nontraditional spaces (e.g., Cox & Cox,
1991; Drosler, 1979; Hoffman, 1968; Hoffman & Dodwell, 1985; Indow, 1982;
Lindman&CaeUi,1978;Shepard&Carroll, 1966),therehasbeenlittlepenetration
of more general metrics into most perceptual and cognitivedomains. It is arguable
that even the latter have not gained the attention they deserve. Tobe sure, applied
(Carroll & Chang, 1970; Kruskal, 1964; Shepard, 1962) and foundational (e.g.,
Beals, Krantz, & Tversky, 1968; Suppes et al., 1989) multidimensional scalings
have played enormous roles in modem cognitive psychology and cognate area~,
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with the purview including non-Euclidean spaces. However,we contend that not
only shouldthis worknowbe more integratedintoprocess kindsof models(e.g., as
in Ashby, 1992,2000;Marley, 1992;Nosofsky, 1986),but there is still an immense
and largely untouched set of mathematical tools that can greatly aid psychology
in 21st-century multidimensional scaling (Townsend& Thomas, 1993).

Nevertheless,there are rays of light on the horizon. New and innovativework
in psychophysicalscaling (Dzhafarov& Colonius, 1999;Levin, 2000) and face or
object perception (Hoffman, 1998;Townsendet aI., 200I) offerpositiveexamples.
An emerging case in point is the recent innovative activity in scaling semantic
spaces, primarily by principal-componentsanalysis (Landauer & Dumais, 1997).
Although undoubtedly much can be learned from this analysis, it wouldseem very
surprising indeed if a linear, Euclidean space turned out to be all that was required
for such a complex entity as semantic space.

In the following discussion, we denote the physical dimensions of a stimulus
(e.g., frequency and amplitude of a sound wave) as X and Y. We label the cor-
responding psychological dimensions (e.g., the perceived pitch and loudness of
a sound wave) as x and y (Fig. 5.1). X is the physical dimension most closely
associated withx and Y with y (e.g., as is frequency with pitch and amplitudewith
loudness). We refer to X and Y as the domain and to x and y as the range of the
mapping from the physical to the psychological spaces.

Ourbasic assumption is that the psychological manifoldM, forming, for exam-
ple, the space of percepts, is formed by smooth (e.g., no cusps or discontinuities)
mappings of neighborhoods of X x Y into n-dimensional subsets of Euclidean
space f}tn, the latterbeing the crossproductof n linesof real numbers.Because
the resultant subset of points in gtnmay possess a non-Euclideanmetric, we really
needthedesignationM as anentityseparatefromsubsetsof f}tn.

Furthermore, it is inherent in the very fundamentals of psychophysics that
there exist numerical or at least mathematicalc~rrespondentsto the psychological
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FIG. 5. I. The function F maps a point (X. Y)on the stimulus man-
Ifold (domain) to a point (x. y. z) on the psychological manifold, M
(range). .
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dimensions. Hence we can assume not only some type of coordinate system, but
one that contains our psychologicaldimensions as two of the coordinates.

Note that we are in no way dependent on linear coordinates. In any case, no
important limitations in what we have to offer now seem to be incurred by as-
suming that neighborhoods of X x Yare mapped into ~jt3;certainly the notation
will be simplified. Of course, in many instances, it may be possible to form a
representation of neighborhoodsor all of X x Y mapped into Ht2,instead of fit3,
in general attendedby a non-Euclideanmetric. One consequence is that, although
two-dimensionalmanifoldsexist that cannot be placed in 9P, ours always can be,
as will be subsequently discussed.

Additionally, it is often the case that surfaces or other manifolds are fonned
from mapping the same subsetsof Euclidean space into the pertinent manifold M,
where each component map is called a patch. All the patches are then collected
into a mathematical object known as an atlas. (The actual facts are a little more
complicated, but this description is sufficient for our exposition.) The fact that
the same subset of Euclidean points, representing a physical stimulus, can map
to distinct percepts would seem to imply a one-to-many function; that is, one
stimuluscan result in twoor morepercepts.A one-to-many function might indeed
be useful for certain kinds of illusions and bistable perceptual figures (e.g., the
face-vase figure), but it does not represent the typical situation. Hence we can
assume a single one-to-one (one stimulus ~ one percept) and onto (all possible
percepts are contained in the range of the function) map from X x Y to M. It
follows that the psychologicalcoordinates together "cover" M in the appropriate
sense, and we are carried into elementary surfacetheory.Another sidelight is that,
although much modem mathematical theory resides in placing the domain in M
andfonning maps to subsetsof Euclideanspace as the range (e.g., Boothby, 1986),
theoppositeand somewhatolder traditionof mappingfrom ffi,2toM is more natural
here.

All of the following definitions and propositions are stated in a local (point-
to-point) manner, but we always assume that they hold for all points in the map
and refrain from repeating this assumption.Also,.we note that, although differen-
tiability conditions are important for much of the work in differential geometry
(although there exist approaches to geometries other than Euclidean that do not
require differentiability; see, e.g., Busemann, 1955), they must go unstated here,
(see any text on differential geometry; e.g., Boothby, 1986).

Let D. be a rectangular domain in ffi,2,that is, D = {(X, Y)la < X < b, c <
Y < d}, where we shall assume that the limits may be infinite. We sup-
pose then that our map consists of F: D ~ ffi,3,such that F(X, Y) .
([(X, Y), g(X, Y), heX, Y» = (x,y, z) (seeFig. 5.1).By definition,we makex and
y the psychological coordinates of interest. F is assumed to be regular (O'Neill,
1997; this amounts to the derivative of F being one-to-one Boothby, 1986). To- .

gether with our point-to-pointrestriction, F is an embedding, that is, a one-to-one
and onto (its range), and differentiableforward and backward.
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The coordinate z (and potentially more coordinates) might in many cases be
psychologically meaningful as when such psychological attributes as pitch, loud-
ness and volume (or timbre, etc.) all are functions of the same major physical
dimensions. However,in othercases, such coordinatesmight simply represent the
varied dimensional (and in some cases curved) nature of the neural the cognitive,
or both, space.

The simple upshot of the precedingdiscussion is that the perceptual manifold
or surface in our special circumstancescan be endowed with a set of coordinates
representing the two psychologicaldimensions.It is within this frameworkthat we
approach our topic, which is a type of perceptual independence of psychological
dimensions: How the psychologicalcoordinates may be defined on the manifold
will be of prime significancefor these issues.

The major pioneering quantitative theoretical spadework on perceptual inde-
pendence was accomplished by Shepard (e.g., Shepard, 1964) and Garner (e.g.,
Gamer, 1974).More recently,Ashbyand Townsend(1986)offered a general treat-
ment of perceptual independence embedded in a multidimensional extension of
signal detection theory, which we called general recognition theory (GRT). One
thrust of this work was to establish a number of distinct notions.of perceptual
independence (Ashby & Townsend, 1986; Kadlec & Townsend, 1992; Maddox,
1992;Thomas, 1995) of two or more perceptual dimensions.

BASIC TYPES OF MANIFOLD-BASED
SEPARABILITY AND RELATIONSHIPS

One major variety of perceptual independence is referred to as PS. Garner (e.g.,
1974) proposed definitions of separability based on what kind of experimental
results occurred in several experimentalparadigms (traditionally,such definitions
are known as operational definitions).Such definitions can be powerful tools in
helping to uncover important qualitative aspects of phenomena like separability.
Nonetheless, as Ashby and Townsend(1986) pointed out, operational definitions
possess some deficits. For instance, when a theoretical underpinning is given to
such notions as independence and separability,the several operational definitions
may be unrelated or evencontradictory.The definitionofPS offered by Ashby and
Townsend(1986) within GRTturns out, in fact, to be equivalent to the definition
of perceptual independenceby Gamer, and Morton (1969).Notions ofPS in GRT
are definedwithin the context of probability theory.

Inthepresent investigation,it is assumedthat thestimuliare sufficientlyfar apart
that probabilities play no role, so that the perceptual effects may be considered
deterministic. Thus the behavior departs the arena of discriminability, or local
psychophysics, and enters the arenaof multidimensionalpsychophysical scaling,
or ~obal psychophysics. The most direct extension of the Ashby and Townsend
(1986) PS notion is then to demand that, for its satisfaction, the perceptual scale
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of dimensionX be unaffectedby the manipulation of dimension Y. We thus begin
the investigation of PS within the milieu of Riemannian manifolds. The basic
approach can be extended to even more general spaces. Although we disregard
probabilities here, the concepts immediately apply to the means of perceptual
probability distributions.

An important distinction has become apparent in our initial examinations of
more general spaces that might have been overlooked by other investigators in
their concentration on Euclidean and power metric spaces. This distinction is
between (a) experimentalvariations in X that cause changes in the psychologicaly
or experimental variations in Y that cause changes in x, and (b) a relation between
x and y after the physical-to-psychological mapping has already occurred. No
theory of which we are awareexploits this distinction. Our approach initiates such
explorations. We term notion (a) the domain-range separability. Domain range
denotes the dependence on relations of the map connecting the physical with the
psychological manifolds.

Domain-range separability has implicitly dominated theoretical efforts in the
past. For instance, the Garner and Morton (1969) information-theory-based ap-
proach and the Ashby and Townsend (1986) GRT are of this type. Within the
present deterministic account, domain-range separability can be captured by the
very form of the mapping expressions: x = f(X, Y), and y = g(X, Y). If f is
solely a function of X and g is solely a function of Y, domain-range separability
holds.If fis anondegeneratefunctionof Yor g ofXthenperceptualnonseparability
occurs.

On the other hand, questions about relationship (b) of x and y can be posed
irrespectiveof the original map. We call this type of question simply range alone,
as it takes place only within the range or psychological space.

DEFINITIONS OF GLOBAL PERCEPTUAL
SEPARABILITY

We are now in a position to put forth our first definitions of global PS:

Definition!. Fissaidtobeutterlyinseparableifx = f(X, Y) andy = f(X, Y).

Definition 2. F is said to be scalably inseparable if x = f(X, Y) and y =
g[f(X, Y)].

Basically, Definition 2 means that either of the psychological dimensions is
simply a resealing of the other. For instance, suppose that x = aX + bY and
y =exp(x) = exp(aX + bY). Then there is a perfect, if nonlinear, dependence
betweenx and y even though they are not identical functions of X and Y. Now, one
can imagine an alien being where even Definition 1 is satisfied and yet there are
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two different "sensations" simply because the signal terminates in distinct brain
loci; an extreme case of "place theory."However,this possibility perhaps may be
avoided presently,and we always assume that F satisfies neither Definition 1 nor
Definition 2. Obviously, one can think of more types of inseparability (e.g., see
Townsend& Thomas, 1993),but Definitions 1 and 2 suffice for our introductory
examination.Weare occupiedwith morestringentdefinitionsthatemphasize types
of occurrenceof separability,rather than inseparability.

Next, we begin to deal with an extension of the Ashby and Townsend (1986)
and Gamer and Morton (1969) separability notion.

Definition3. F is weaklydomain-rangePS if x = f(X) and x = g(Y), but
h(X, Y)is a nontrivial function of both X and Y (see Fig. 5.2).

Definition 3 means that the psychological dimensions are functions of only their
respective physical counterparts, but the other coordinate varies as a function of
both X and Y. Definition 4 demands a stronger condition.

Definition 4. F is strongly domain-range PS if Definition 1 holds and also
h(X, Y) = h(X) or h(Y), but not both (see Fig. 5.3).
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FIG. 5.2. The function F (X, Y) = (cos X, sin Y, sin Y cos X) is
weakly domain-range PS.
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y x

FIG. 5.3. The function F(X, Y) = (COSX, sin y. Y) is strongly
domain-range PS.

Observe that a specialcase of Definition4 wouldresult if h werea constant func-
tion. Note also that utter inseparability and scalable inseparability both, naturally
enough, violate both kinds of domain-range separability.

The idea of domain-range separability then seems straightforward enough.
What about range-alone separability?What shouldit mean when range-alone sep-
arability does or does not hold? An instantiationof this notion is not so transparent,
but one possibility is that range-alone separabilitywould require local orthogo-
nality.That is, the tangent vectors of the psychologicalcoordinates at any point in
the psychological space might be orthogonal (and thus noninteracting in a local
sense).

The concept of orthogonality requires an inner product (a generalization of
the familiar Euclidean dot product in Euclidean vector spaces), which will be
garnered from the attendant Riemannianmetric,as is subsequently discussed. We
work primarily with the metric induced by the map itself and the Euclidean inner
product taken on the tangent vectors on the surface. The induced inner product,
givenpsychophysical functionF, is givenby (aFI ax, aFlaY). Underthe condition
of orthogonality, it is required that (aFlax, aFlay) = 0, that is, the inner produCt

of the tangent vectors to the image of F at any point in that image is O. Local
orthogonality and the inducedRiemannianmetricwill be mergedin what follows.
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Definition5. The psychological dimensions x and yare locally orthogonal if
and onlyif their tangentvectors at any point of M are orthogonal with regard to the
appropriatemetric. If this holds, range-alone local orthogonal PS is said to occur.

We nowmove back to a type of domain-range PS because the form of the map
is intimately involved.Namely, consider a parameterization in which the psycho-
logical x dimension corresponds to varying X while holding Y constant and the
y dimension corresponds to varying Y while holding X constant. An alternative
way of thinking about matters here is that a constant-Y curve, varyingX, is iden-
tified with a specific psychological y; similarly, a constant-Xcurve, varying Y, is
identifiedwith a psychologicalx.

Definition6. F is said to be parameterizationPS if the Xand Yparameter curves
(i.e., holding one constant while varying the other) correspond to the x and y
perceptualdimensions, respectively.The term "correspond" is meant in the sense
that whenX is varied only x changes and not y and vice versa when Y is varied.

Observethat the essenceof Definition6 is that varyingXfor a fixedYproduces a .

trajectory in M that is unitarily associated with a particular value of y and similarly
with regard to the psychological value x.

Note that, in Definition 6, x and y can each potentially be a function of both X and
Y, negating weak and strong domain-range PSs. Note also that this extension of the
ideathatx = f(X, Y) and y = g(X, Y) nicely corresponds to a generalizednotion
of equiloudness contours (curves representing the same value of loudness), even
though both sensory dimensions may be functions of both physical dimensions).
Also, note that although the x parameter, say, is interpretable in some sense as a
psychological dimension, by itself it cannot do the entire job because the actual
psychological space is a two-dimensional manifold, including, for instance, the
influence of the function h (e.g., in the case of sound, as in volume, timbre). As we
also subsequently see, curvature requires taking into account the manifold itself,
or at least a reparameterization of X x Y (for example) that involves a (typically)
non-Euclidean metric.

On the other hand, it could be that x = f(X) and y = g(Y), that is, the psy-
chological dimensions are exactly the original parameterizations. A special trivial
case would be that f(X) =aX = X = u and g(Y) = bY = Y = v, wherea and
b are positiveconstants, that is, the psychological dimensions are proportional to
the physical dimensions themselves. This case seems to be the quintessence of
domain-range PS. Nevertheless, even in such simple cases, the third dimension
z =h(X, Y), can playa nontrivial role, as just noted.

The sphere or parts thereof can provide further useful examples (see Fig.
5.4). Suppose that X and Y such that -J X2 + y2 < 1 are mapped into the upper
hemisphere by F(X, Y) = (X, Y, -J 1 - X2 - y2). Then weak domain-range PS
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FIG. 5.4. (a) The unit disk in the plane is mapped to the upper hemisphere by F(X, Y) = (X, y, ...;1 - X2 - y2). which
is weakly domain-range PS. The curve represents a mapping of X: -0.5 < X < 0.5, Y= -0.5. (b) A rectangular
area of the plane representing angles is mapped to the upper hemisphere by F(X, Y) = (sin X cos Y. sin X sin Y.
cos X). The curve represents X = 0.21l', Y : -1l' < Y < -0.51l'. The light lines represent colatitude and longitude. (C)
The disk is mapped to the upper hemisphere, as in (a). The light lines represent the psychological dimensions
corresponding to colatitude and longitude.
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obtains. This example is, of course, a memberof the kind of map knownas Monge
patches, requiring the first two coordinatesof the image to be identical to X and Y.

Next suppose that instead of the preceding mapping, X and Y are angles with
X lying in the open interval between 0 and 7r and Y strictly between 0 and 27r,
associated with F(X, Y) = (sin X cos Y, sin X sin Y, cos X). This forms the well-
known parameterization in which X is the colatitude (complementof the latitude)
and Yis the longitude. Suppose that the psychological dimension x can be iden-
tified with colatitude and y with the longitude.Then the X parameter curves (Le.,
varyingX with Yconstant) become the equi-y (again, analogous to equiloudness)
contours-the x percept is "independent" of the y percept, the latter corresponding
to Yparameter curves on the sphere.

Nowsuppose thatX and Yare again the usual coordinatesof ffi,2(rather than an-
gles) with .JX2 + y2 < I and F(X, Y) = (X, Y,.JI - X2- y2) asbefore.Then,
even if x and y are the psychological dimensions on the sphere and are equivalent
to the colatitude and longitude respectively,domain-range PS does not hold: In
this case, x and yare not themselves the respective images of X and Y.

The definitions for perceptual separability ¥e summarized in Table 5.1. Next
we consider the mutual implications of the varietiesof manifold separability (see
Fig. 5.5): To start with, weak domain-range PS (Definition 3) does not imply
range-alone local orthogonal PS (Definition5), as can be seen by the simple map
F(X, Y) = (X, Y,X + Y), with x = X and y = Y.Note that the tangents are sim-
ply thesame as the coordinatecurvesbecauseof linearityandthat thesecoordinates
are not perpendicular to each other. Strong domain-range PS (Definition4) does
imply range-alone orthogonal PS (Definition5) because the z coordinatedoesnot
depend on both X and Y. We can prove this latter proposition by noting that the
inner product of the partial derivativesof F with respect to X and Yof any map

TABLE 5.1

Summary of Definitions for PS

Definition
Number Definition Summary

I
2
3

6

F is said to be utterly inseparable if x = f(X, Y) and y = f(X, Y) also.

F is said to be scalably inseparable if x = f(X, Y) and y = g[f(X, Y)].

F is weaklydomain-rangePS if x = f(X) and x = g(Y), but h(X, Y) is a
nontrivial function of both X and Y.

F is stronglydomain-rangePS if Definition1holdsand,also,h(X, Y) = h(X) or
h(Y) but not both.

The psychological dimensions x and y are locally orthogonal if and only if their
tangent vectors at any point of M are orthogonal with regard to the appropriate
metric. If this holds, range-alone local orthogonal PS will be said to occur.

F is said to be parameterization PS if the X and Y parameter curves (i.e., holding
one constant while varying the other) correspond to the x and y perceptual
dimensions, respectively.

4

5
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FIG. 5.5. The logical relationships among Definitions 3, 4, 5. and
6 are shown In this Implication graph.

of the form f(X, Y) = [f(X), g(Y), h(X)], say, is identically O. Both types of
domain-range PS imply parameterizationPS. This statement is apparent from the
fact that any map of the form F(X, Y) = [f(X), g(Y), h(X, Y)] has the property
that varyingX, for any fixed Y, produces a single trajectory in M associated with
a unique value of X and vice versa for Y. From a philosophicalpoint of view, it is
intriguing that, in the case of domain-rangePS, there is an ambiguityas to whether
the percept is equal to f(X) or is simply identified with the constantX curve.

Parameterization PS implies none of the other types of PS. First, it is obvious
that a parameterization need not produce local orthogonality.For instance,just as
we did previously, we could again define f(X, Y) = (X, Y, X + Y) as producing
x as associated with varyingX and leaving Y constant and vice versa for y; clearly
the pertinent inner product is not O.Second, any map can be interpreted(hypothet-
ically) as producing x and y through varying X and Y, respectively,and obviously
need not satisfy weak or strong domain-rangePS. (This broad argumentworks for
local orthogonality as well.)

Moreover, local orthogonal PS implies neither kind of domain-range PS, nor
does it implyparameterizationPS. Obviouslyorthogonalityof the tangents to x and
y can occur even though they are not functions of the alternative Y or X physical
variables. It is equally apparent that arbitrary x and y coordinates in M can be
orthogonal without either being associated with the X and Y parameter curves,
respectively.On the other hand, various maps can be adduced that satisfy various
combinations of PS types.

Definition3

YI W::::ln.l
Definition5

X
r:DellnlUOn6

Range- alone 4 Parameterization
local X · PS

orthogonalPS
II

IDeUnlUon4 I §Strong domaln-
rangePS
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As of now,there are precious few experimental examples for which we might
begin to apply these concepts. Despiteover a century of interest in non-Euclidean
spaces and several recent decadesof applicationof multidimensional scaling pro-
cedures, there simplyare not manyregionswhere multivariatepsychological coor-
dinates are tightly bound to physical variables,particularly in conjunction with an
agreed-onspatialdescription.Wediscussthis somewhatsurprising (given the long
history) challenge in the discussion and conclusion section. For now, we content
ourselves with mentioning a couple of possible psychophysicalexamples.

First, consider the tried and true exampleof loudness and pitch as functions of
stimulus intensity and frequency.As far as we know, there have been no attempts
to place the psychological space in any type of manifold, other than one with or-
thogonalcoordinates, and therehas beenlittle discussionof which we are aware of
the possibilityof non-Euclideanor anyway,nonpower metric, distance functions.
Nonetheless,it is well establishedthatboth loudnessandpitch are mainly functions
of intensity and frequency but nevertheless are indeed, affected significantly by
the alternativephysical variables.Hence,it seems safe to rule out weak and strong
domain-range PS (Definitions 3 and 4). Likewise, parameterization PS (Defini-
tion 6) impliesthat whateverthe coordinatefor, say,loudness, is, it must be simply
a functionof intensity, thus precludingthe notion that manipulating only intensity
leads to its perceptual manipulation.With regard to local orthogonal PS (Defini-
tion 5), the conditions for embeddingx = I(X, Y) and y = g(X, Y) for loudness
and pitch or other dimensions in hearing, or other cognitive-perceptual contexts,
into a manifold so that their coordinatesare locally orthogonal is not so obvious.
The issue clearly involves a mixture of a possible absence of domain-range PS
with this kind of range-alone PS in some appropriate manifold.

CURVATURE AND SEPARABILITY

We now discuss the logical independence of Riemannian curvature of a two-
dimensionalmanifold, alsoknownas Gaussiancurvature,and weak domain-range
PS. Interestingly,.notions of curvature cannot be mustered in the absence of a
metric. Intuitively, curvature would seem to somehow reflect coordinate depen-
dencies. For instance, a form of curvature was invoked in failures of a kind of
separability(Gati & Tversky, 1982).However,we showhere that at least Gaussian
curvature is logically unrelated to weak domain-range PS in the sense that curva-
ture may be 0 or not, independentlyof whether x and yare respectively functions
of only X, Y. The structural generality in the n = 3 case appears to be present
in higher-dimensionalcases and permits an inunediate extension to Riemannian
curvature in general.

Proposition 1. Given a map F from fJt2to a two-manifold (surface) in gp,
weak domain-range PS and Gaussian curvature are logically unrelated: (a) weak
domain-rangePS may be violatedwhile the manifoldhas a curvatureother than O.
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(b) Weak domain-range PS may be violated while the manifold has curvature O.
(c) Weak domain-range PS may hold while the manifold has a curvature other
than O.(d) Weak domain-range PS may hold while the manifold has 0 curvature.

Proof. First, we show (a) the weak domain-range PS may be violated while the
manifold has nonzero curvature, and (b) the weak domain-range PS is violated
while the manifold has curvature O.

ConsiderthepatchF : U c (X x Y) ~ (/(X, Y), g(X, Y), heX, Y». Assume
that x = j(X, Y),y = g(X, Y),z = heX, Y),wherexandyarethepsychological
dimensions of interest, and z mayor may not have psychological relevance.

To produce a simple situation in which separability is violated, without loss of
generality,letx = I(X, Y), y = g(Y), z = heX, Y). Thepsychologicaldimension
x is then a function of both X and Y. We'use the following formula for Gaussian
curvature K, which, stated in its classical form, is

K = LN-M2
EG - F2'

whereL,M,and Nare the coefficientsof the second fundamentalformrelative to our
mappingF, and E, G, and F are the coefficientsof the firstfundamental form. The
denominatoris the determinantofthe Riemanniancoordinatesfromits metric form.
(Note that more modem notationis used when one is dealingwith cases that do not
necessarily appeal to surfacesin a three-dimensionalEuclidean embedding space:
E, F, and G are denoted by gll, g12,and g22.)The numeratorcan be thought of and
produced in severalways. Our computationfindsL,MandNthrough the dot product
of a unit normal to the surface with the second partial derivativesof the map F.

Thus, for our computation,a unit vector that is alwaysorthogonal to the surface
is needed. A natural calculation produces this by the cross product of the partial
derivatives of F with respect to X and Y; we call these F) and F2, respectively.
(When called for, we make the obvious connection X I = X and X 2 = Y.) Letting
Fi = aFlaXi = (fi, gio h;), we find FI = (at. 0, CI), F2 = (a2, b2, C2),whereat.

is the first partial derivativeofj(X, Y)with respect to XI. In the pr~sentcase then,
N =FI x F2:

VI V2 V3

N = I a) 0 c)
a2 b2 C2

V2 V3

=-a2 I b2 C2
-c)

v) V2
a2 b2

=-al (C2V2 - b2 V3) - CI(b2 V) - a2 V2) = (-c) b2, -a) C2+ c) a2, a) b2) ,

where V), V2.and V3 are the unit vectors (1, 0, 0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively.
Next, to fully compute K, we should divide N by its magnitude; that is, N* =

N/IINIi.Then,L= N*. Fll' M= N*. F12,N= N*. F22,whereagainthe index 1
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indicates a derivativewith respect to X and the index 2 indicates a derivative with
respect to Y. However,we can dispense with the norming factor because we are
mainly interested in when the denominator of the K function is 0 or not, rather
than in its exact value. Hence we simply compute with N rather than with N* for
simplicity.We call the resealed K, K.' and the resealed L,Mand Nin the numerator
of K' L',M',and N',respectively.

Following this program in the present case, we let Ftl = (atl, 0, C\1), Ft2 =
(at2, 0, C12),and F22 = (a22,b22,C22),where all is second partial derivative of
f(x, y) with respect to XI.

Then, E = Fl' Ft = a~ + cf, F = Ft . F2 = ata2 + C)C2, G = F2 . F2 = a~

+b2 +C~.
Next, L'=N. F\1 = - allCtb2 +C\1atb2, M'=N. Ft2 = -Ctb2at2 + Ct2atb2,

N' = N . F22 = -a22Ctb2 + b22(Cta2 - alc2) + C22atb2.
Now,

K' = L'N'_M'2
EG - F2 .

Clearly the numerator of K' is justb2( -allCt + Cllat)[ -a22Ctb2 + b22(Cta2-
atC2)+ C22atb2]- (-aI2Ctb2 + CtZatb2)Z.It is apparent that this does not have
to be 0, and certainly the denominator can be non-Owhether the numerator is or
not. This proves that violations of separability can occur without the curvature's
being O.

Furthermore,K' and K = Oif bz( -a\1Ct + Cllat)[ -a22Ctb2 + bZ2(CtaZ-atC2)
. 2

+C22atbz] - (-Ctb2at2 + C12atb2) = O.
Suppose that h(X, Y) = r X + sY. Then the numerator is -bzallr[ -aZZrb2 +

b22(raZ- sat)] - (-rb2al2)2 = rZ(alla2zb~ - allazbzbz2 - a~zb~)+ rsb2allbz2
at =O. Obviously, if r= 0, that is, Z = h(X, Y) = s Y, then K = 0 and the
denominator remains nonzero. Because this condition does not imply separability,
which takes place in the f and g terms of the coordinate functions, this demonstrates
that curvature can be 0 along with nonseparability. .

Next, we demonstrate that (c) the weak domain-range PS is maintained while
the manifold has curvature other than 0, and (d) the weak domain-range PS is
maintained while the manifold has 0 curvature.

Let x = f(X), y = g(Y), z = h(X, Y) so separability is in force.
Then, FI = (at. 0, CI), F2 = (0, bz, C2),FII = (all, 0, CIl), F12 = (0,0, CI2),

and F2Z= (0, b2Z,czz). E = af + ci, F = CICZ,G = b~ + c~.

UI U2 U3

N' = I al 0 CI I = -al (CZU2- b2U3) - CI (bZUI) ...:..(-c1bz, -aICZ, a1bz).
o bz Cz

. - +_..- - -- - - - -- .. - -- --- -- - .---
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Now, L' = N' . FII = -allCtb2 + clla,b2. II = N' . FI2 = Ct2atb2, and 11 =
N' . F22 = -b22atC2 + C22atb2 and

K' = (-al1ctb2 + Cttatb2) (-b22atC2 + C22atb2)- (Ct2atb2)2
(af + cD (b~ + cn - (C,C2)2

The necessary condition for K' and therefore K = 0 is all b22atCtb2C2-
allc22atctb~ - cllb22afb2c2+ Cl1c22arb~- Cf2afb~ = O.

If h is a linear in X, Y, then the condition becomes al1b22atctb2C2 = O. So at
least f is linear in X or g is linear in Y. Obviously it is possible for the denominator
to be nonzero while the numerator remains nonzero or vice versa so separability
can be present, independently of the existence of nonzero Gaussian curvature, and
the theorem is proved. ,0

It is clear from the definitions of parameterization PS and local orthogonal PS
along with the structure of the proof to Proposition 1 that both of these types of
PS are logically independent of Gaussian curvature. These results are stated in
Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Either parameterization PS or local orthogonal PS may exist
with or without nonzero Gaussian curvature.

Needless to say, the sign of the Gaussian curvature is also independent of the
logical fonnat in Propositions 1 or 2.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We briefly summarize our product in this chapter and then discuss a number of
gennane issues, both specific and general.

In the preceding sections, several definitions of separability that appear to cap-
ture strategic aspects of dimensional distinctiveness were proposed and their mu-
tual relationships explored. We showed that one of the major types of domain-range
separability is unrelated to Gaussian curvature. We strongly suspect that the other

types of separability discussed here are also logically independent of curvature but ,

we have not proved that.
What comes next? In particular, how can we apply these results to experimen-

tation? A major problem in applying non-Euclidean concepts to psychology has
undoubtedly been the difficulty in finding a key to a nontrivial interlocking between
the mathematics and the empirical world. Some of these keys have been located in
previous research, as briefly indicated in the introduction. Theories like those dis-
cussed call for some knowledge or at least hypotheses about the underlying space
within some mental environ and then a set of independent and dependent variables

--
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that allow for the exploration of spatial concepts by means of implementation of
these tools.

For instance, it is feasible to take a particularmanifestationof color-perception
space, under very stable conditions (e.g., Suppes et aI., 1989)and, by use of find-
ings about the way in which the various psychological dimensions, such as hue,
chroma, and brightness, are functions of physical variables, investigate at least
some of the kindsof separabilitiesproposed in thischapter.This wascarried out in
the preceding sections qualitatively in the case of loudness and pitch. However, it
must be observed that it is possible to fonnulate the color space in different ways
(e.g., Wyszecki, 1986),which might affectthe answersto certainquestions,partic-
ularly local orthogonal PS. These spaces will not generally be confonnal (having
equivalentangles of tangents to a point and its image) to one another and may not
evenbe diffeomorphic (a very smooth 1-1 and onto map relating them). Which, if
any, is the correct one? At this point, they seem to be convenient data reservoirs,
but, in principle, one or more of them might carry critical infonnation concerning
a geometrically more constrained model. Can any space simultaneously capture
all facets about the curves in the space representingpsychological coordinates as
well as other important aspects such as the laws of trichromacy, not to mention
context and various adaptation effects?

On the other hand, once a good approximativemodel, including the coordinate
system and curvature to the "true" space, is found, the intrinsic (i.e., pertaining
to the properties of the space that a being living on the manifold could discover
without departing) characteristics of the manifold would specify the fairly nar-
row class of mathematically equivalentmodels.The nature of the coordinate map
from (X, Y) to (x, y), might also assist in constraining the space. This last re-
mark brings up the intriguing question of whether visual scientists might ever be
able to so fully confine the geometric model that only congruent manifolds (i.e.,
not only the geometrically intrinsic but also the extrinsic [e.g., discoverable by
a being who has departed the manifold by, for instance, a rocket ship] features
of the space would be determined) could encompass all the relevant data. Per-
haps with the aid of crystal-clear physiology, such an ambitious goal might be
attained. .

Beyond these speculations, one fairly obvious region of potential implemen-
tation involves following up on the Lindman and Caelli (1978) construction of
Riemannian spatial scaling programs. We are involved in extending these con-
cepts and relating them to our separability theory.

It might be fruitful to make theoretical contact with the approaches of Levin
(2000) and Dzhafarovand Colonius (1999).The fonner is in a spirit similar to that
of this chapter, as it emphasizes supra-just-noticeable-differencesGnd) scaling
and may be relatable to this chapter.The latter is a multidimensionalextension of
Fechnerian psychophysics, beginning with infra-jnd regions and their probability
distributions and extrapolating through accumulation of jnd-like measures, the
macroscopic psychophysical scales. We are currently developing a probabilistic.
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Riemannian version of our work in this chapter, which generalizes the Ashby and
Townsend (1986) GRT. It may be possible to develop connecting links of the latter
developments to the Dzhafarov and Colonius theory.

Another area of application is categorization. Ashby, Maddox, and their col-
leagues (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 1996) have found that people can categorize most
readily when the category boundaries are decisionally separable. We are explor-
ing this possibility in non-Euclidean category environments by using the present
theory.

There may also be applications of our theory in color perception (see references
in Suppes et al., 1989), as already intimated, face perception, and other regions of
cognition (see, e.g., Townsend et al., 2001; and discussion by O'Toole, Wenger, &
Townsend, 2001). In particular, we believe that independence and separability are
inherently antipodal to configurality, for instance, in face perception (Wenger &
Townsend, 2001), so we expect models that predict configurality to conflict with
separability and independence relationships.

Other open problem areas include extension to stochastic spaces that do not
just include probability, but also .th~stochastic time course of the information pro-
cessing aspects underlying the geometry discussed here (e.g., as.a generalization
of Ashby's stochastic general recognition theory; Ashby, 2000).

More generally, the discriminating reader may wonder whither geometry within
psychology and cognitive science is heading. Research that intimately engages ge-
ometric notions may be roughly divided into three different categories: (a) ventures
for which scaling procedures are used to unearth the presence of a geometry in
a psychological task. These studies are legion, based especially on the Shepard-
Kruskal (e.g. Shepard, 1962; Kruskal, 1964) line of methodology. (b) Information
processing theories or models of a type of psychological behavior in which ge-
ometry inherently plays a vital role. This type of research is not extensive, but
NQsofsky's (e.g., 1986) exemplar theory of categorization is a notable example of
such effort in cognitive arenas in addition to the sensory-oriented type of study .

already mentioned. (c) Axiomatic investigations, especially from a measurement
perspective, of how geometries may be related to underlying qualitative properties
of data. These are less frequent still but of fundamental importance and exemplified
by volume II of Foundations of Measurement by Suppes et al. (1989).

We have previously called for labor devoted to bringing together categories (a),
(b), and (c) (Townsend & Thomas, 1993), and some of the earlier cited studies are
showing a trend in that direction. One major lacuna in the literature that relates to
the relative paucity of combinations of (a)-(c) is a set of phenomena demonstrated
without question to be brought about through the presence of a specific geometry.
The word specific was italicized because there seem to be few cases in which mul-

tidimensional scaling procedures, for instance, have reliably and cogently pointed
to a specific space or metric. There is a plethora of examples, for instance in the

associating of a particular power metric with psychological properties like sepa-
rability (Shepard, 1964), in which a stimulus or task is purported to be paired with
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a certain metric. In some cases, except for certain dimensions such as orientation
and shape (e.g., Kadlec & Hicks, 1998;Shepard & Farrell, 1985), these findings
have turned out to be unreliable. Multidimensional scaling by itself may simply
not be able to constrain the possibilities sufficiently,although indubitably it will
continue to playa major role.

On the one hand it seems obvious that, if geometrymatters at all in psychology,
as Helmholtz argued over 100 years ago, all geometrics of psychological entities
cannot be Euclidean. On the other hand,outsideof a small cadre of areas, including
perhaps that of the nature of visual space (e.g., see Suppes et a!., 1989,for a fairly
recent survey of this research), it is somewhat astonishing, and depressing, how
fewoverwhelmingly convincingcasesexist afterall this time. Webelievethat such
research as the present and severalothersmentionedherein may help to synthesize
questions from the aforementioned various regions [(a)-(c)]. Too, we operate on
the beliefthat, to someextent,thekindof woodusedin constructiondependson
the types of hammers and nails available.The popularity of modem multidimen-
sional scaling routines provides powerful evidence for that claim. Nonetheless,
we feel that striking support for any particular geometry,even Euclidean, in any
psychological research domain, remains a holy grail, but hopefully not so elusive.
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